


SOLUTIONS

SaphetyDoc
SaphetyBill
SaphetySync
Flexcash

OFFICES

Portugal (HQ)
Brazil 
Colombia

EDI & Electronic Invoicing 
Electronic Bill Presentment 
Data Synchronization
Electronic Invoice Financing

AREAS

We are a young and committed team with professionals from different fields. We are not only 
programmers, designers, managers, marketers, financial professionals and engineers but also 
visionaries and entrepreneurs who are passionate about algorithms, functionality, image and 
efficiency.

CAREERS

Software engineering
Business consulting
Project management
Product management
Business development

If you identify yourself with our team and culture, if you are looking for an opportunity to start 
your professional career or if you want to embrace a new challenge, send us your application. 
Become part of a multidisciplinary team which faces challenges daily, acquires and shares new 
knowledge and aims to leave its mark at the cutting edge of technology.

Join us at saphety.com



“Working at Saphety is both enriching and a constant challenge in every way. It has made me 
truly unique professional.”

Bruno Antunes
IT DEVELOPMENT TEAM LEADER

“Saphety gave me a chance as a new graduate without experience, allowing me to put my 
talents and skills at the disposal of the company. I have been pleasantly surprised by the 
experience where every day is different and we work in an environment which really 
encourages new learning.“

Filipe Coelho
JUNIOR BUSINESS CONSULTANT

“Saphety has been the ideal place for me to grow personally and professionally. My aim, as a 
Business Consultant, is to help the company grow. The work ambiance created by those 
around me makes me feel as if I am at home and that work is not an obligation. Here, we turn 
impossible dreams into a reality.”

Cátia Verdier
BUSINESS CONSULTANT

“I chose Saphety because of its dynamism and its leading position in the market. Working for 
Saphety is a rewarding challenge, with many fulfilling experiences leading to personal and 
professional growth. My role is to take part in Saphety’s continuing growth, achieving our 
goals  and setting ever more ambitious challenges.”

Flávia Henriques
FINANCIAL & ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN



Rua Viriato, 13 - 3.º Piso
1050-233 Lisboa, Portugal
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